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Social Network Data AnalyticsSpringer, 2011

	Social network analysis applications have experienced tremendous advances within the last few years due in part to increasing trends towards users interacting with each other on the internet. Social networks are organized as graphs, and the data on social networks takes on the form of massive streams, which are mined for a variety of...
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Persistent Creativity: Making the Case for Art, Culture and the Creative Industries (Sociology of the Arts)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		Recent years have seen the increasing valuation and promotion of ‘creativity’. Future success, we are often assured, will rest on the creativity of our endeavours, often aligned specifically with ‘cultural’ activity. This book considers the emergence and persistence of this pattern, particularly with regards...
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Essential Blogging : Selecting and Using Weblog ToolsO'Reilly, 2002
With weblogs-or "blogs"-exploding all over the Web, the only  thing lacking for power users and developers is detailed  advice on how choose, install, and run blogging software.  Written by leading bloggers, Essential  Blogging includes practical advice and insider  tips on the features,...
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The SAGE Encyclopedia of Trans StudiesSage Publications, 2021

	Transgender studies, broadly defined, has become increasingly prominent as a field of study over the past several decades, particularly in the last ten years. The experiences and rights of trans people have also increasingly become the subject of news coverage, such as the ability of trans people to access restrooms, their...
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The Encyclopedia of Death and Dying (Facts on File Library of Health and Living)Facts on File, 2005
Until recent times medical science could do little to prevent or cure life-threatening diseases that claimed young lives and made infant mortality commonplace. But today those 85 and over form the most rapidly growing percentage of the population. While death from infectious diseases has been widely controlled, only two of the current top 10...
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Applications of Mathematics in Models, Artificial Neural Networks and Arts: Mathematics and SocietySpringer, 2010

	The book shows a very original organization addressing in a non traditional way, but with a systematic approach, to who has an interest in using mathematics in the social sciences.


	The book is divided in four parts: (a) a historical part, written by Vittorio Capecchi which helps us understand the changes in the relationship between...
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The Science of Hate: How prejudice becomes hate and what we can do to stop itFaber & Faber, 2021

	
		Why do people commit hate crimes? A world-leading criminologist explores the tipping point between prejudice and hate crime, analysing human behaviour across the globe and throughout history in this vital book.

		

		'Utterly brilliant . . . powerful . . . From personal histories to broader social...
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Virtual Community Building and the Information Society: Current and Future DirectionsIGI Global, 2011

	Emergent technologies, including ambient intelligence and pervasive computing, promise a considerable advance in the way people use virtual communities, and new, innovative applications are making virtual communities more dynamic and usable than ever.


	Virtual Community Building and the Information Society: Current and Future...
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New Infrastructures for Knowledge Production: Understanding E-scienceInformation Science Publishing, 2006
New Infrastructures for Knowledge Production: Understanding E-Science offers a distinctive understanding of new infrastructures for knowledge production based in science and technology studies. This field offers a unique potential to assess systematically the prospects for new modes of science enabled by information and communication technologies....
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Medical Sociology on the Move: New Directions in TheorySpringer, 2013

	This book provides readers with a single source reviewing and updating sociological theory in medical or health sociology. The book not only addresses the major theoretical approaches in the field today, it also identifies the future directions these theories are likely to take in explaining the social processes affecting...
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Dynamics of Complex Systems (Studies in Nonlinearity)Addison Wesley, 1997
The study of complex systems in a unified framework has become recognized in recent years as a new scientific discipline, the ultimate in the interdisciplinary fields. Breaking down the barriers between physics, chemistry, and biology and the so-called soft sciences of psychology, sociology, economics and anthropology, this text explores the...
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The Future of the MBA: Designing the Thinker of the FutureOxford University Press, 2008

	The MBA is probably the hottest ticket among the current university graduate degree offerings--every year, more than 120,000 students enroll in MBA programs in the United States, and the estimates in Europe do not lag far behind. In addition, job prospects have never looked better for business school graduates; corporations are hiring more...
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